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vi. The RAP(s) for which the Reserve is available.  
 

5. ASG Indicator 
 

a. Each Reserve assigned to a sequence will be credited with an ASG code.  Such code 
will be credited to a Reserve once for each calendar day assigned by Daily Scheduling, 
except:  

 
i. Aggressive Reserves assigned to a sequence by Daily Scheduling shall not be 

credited with an ASG code for such assignment.  
 

ii. After receiving the ASG credit the Reserve is unable to report for the assigned 
sequence.  

 
b. The ASG code will be applied during the month in which the assigned sequence 

originates.  
 

L. CALLING OUT OF TIME 
 

The monthly maximum for Reserves will be consistent with the monthly maximum established for 
Lineholders in each base.  A Reserve will not be required to accept an assignment that would 
result in her/him exceeding the monthly maximum.  A Reserve shall not be required to be on call 
once she/he has reached the monthly maximum less the value of a minimum day and will be 
released from any obligation to remain on call for the remainder of the month.  At the time of 
processing, Crew Schedule will allow a Reserve to ROC or to accept the sequence and exceed 
the monthly maximum or at Crew Schedule’s discretion, split a sequence to allow a Reserve to 
reach the monthly maximum.  As specified in Paragraph K.4.b, pay and credit hours awarded or 
assigned while in Aggressive Reserve status shall not be credited when determining if the 
Reserve has met or exceeded the monthly cap.   
 

M. PRIORITY OF ASSIGNMENT 
 

The intent of this section is to provide an orderly process for covering all sequences and Standby 
shifts which remain open after future or daily processing. The priority of assignment will be as 
follows:   
 
1. Out-of-base Reserves, in accordance with inverse seniority, avoiding conflicts with Golden 

Days and vacation days and, when possible, with Flex Days.  An out-of-base Reserve so 
assigned may choose which sequence she/he will be assigned if more than one sequence 
remains open at the time of assignment.   

 
2. A Reserve on a RAP who was previously assigned a sequence by Daily may be reassigned 

according to Paragraph K.2.f, and Scheduling, Sections 10.J.4 and 10.J.5.    
 

a. Reserves will be assigned in the following manner:   
 

i. Awarding the earliest departure to the least senior Reserve whose previously 
assigned sequence reports at 1200 HBT or later and who is available to fly the 
sequence in its entirety; or  

 
ii. If no Reserve is available to take the sequence in its entirety without creating a 

conflict with her/his Flex Days, the sequence will be assigned in inverse seniority 
order such that disruption of Flex Days is minimized.  

 
b. A previously assigned unreleased available for duty Reserve who previously 

volunteered to take an assignment on RSV day(s) that continues into her/his Flex Day(s) 
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